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The President’s Column
By Jim Britain, WCBA President 2013
WHAT TO DO ABOUT THE SUICIDAL CLIENT?
Now that’s a title that will either induce interest or engender enough discomfort to discourage reading on. Yet, the reality is----whether it’s in the
context of criminal defense, bankruptcy, family law, business failures or
nasty probates, to name a few--we commonly represent people who are
confronting the stresses associated with potentially life altering consequences. The resulting distress can, and does, lead some to take their
own lives.
This is far from hypothetical for me. In a late afternoon meeting, my client appeared despondent enough that I became concerned that he may be considering suicide. I said some
things to console him and enquired if he would be okay.
Although my client assured me that he would be fine, I remained concerned enough after
his departure that I felt compelled to do something. Given the constraints of attorney-client privilege and confidentiality, what resources were available? Because I also represented the client’s
wife, I called but only reached her voice mail. My message simply requested a return call. The
next day, I learned that my client committed suicide that evening.
Shock, despair and sadness fail to fully describe the emotions I experienced. I blamed myself for not doing more—a reaction I have since learned is common. With the assistance of others, I made my way through that darkness. It, nevertheless, remains a significant event in my life.
Although I would like to avoid ever dealing with this issue again or having other lawyers do
so, I am not the first attorney whose client has committed suicide and won’t be the last. It appears to be an occupational hazard. Yet, there is little discussion of the issue and limited resources are readily available to members of the bar who may encounter the potentially suicidal
client.
Any meaningful discussion must consider the scope of actions that are available to an attorney under the Rule of Professional Conduct. RPC 1.6 provides, in pertinent part:
(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a
client unless the client gives informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly
authorized in order to carry out the representation or the disclosure is permitted by paragraph (b).
(b) A lawyer to the extent a lawyer reasonably believes necessary:
(1) shall reveal information relating to the representation of a client
to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily harm….
First, an issue may arise over whether a lawyer’s reasonable concern that his or her
client may be suicidal would constitute “information relating to the representation of a cli-
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ent.” I suspect that most attorneys would be well-advised to be circumspect about any
such disclosures.
If one assumes that the lawyer’s reasonable concern falls within the scope of
“information” governed by RPC 1.6, is disclosure warranted or required by subsection (b)
(1)? Unless a client has declared his or her intention to commit suicide, the lawyer’s concern probably does not meet the reasonable certainty required to mandate disclosure under RPC 1.6(b)(1).
Given these constraints and the realities that most of us are not mental health professionals and some suicides cannot be prevented, one readily could conclude that the
safe and prudent course is doing nothing. However, should you find yourself in my position, I suspect those rationales would provide cold comfort.
If you make the determination to do something, what support resources are available? The mental health counseling services offered by the WSBA focus on issues that members of the Bar may have. The WSBA website does provide some general information about
suicide prevention though a link to http://www.americanbar.org/groups/lawyerassistance/ resources/suicide.html. When faced with the issue, however, contacting the National Suicide Prevention hotline is likely to far more useful. (www.suicidehotline.com; 800-273-8255). To the
extent feasible, calls to the hotline are routed to service provider nearest to the caller.
What actions might you take? Certainly, you can contact your client without any concern
for breach of confidentiality. Since my incident, I have learned that it is wise to ask the client
direct questions about his or her intentions and the extent to which he or she has a suicide
plan. If so, urge the client to get some help, perhaps by calling the suicide hotline or his own
mental health professional. You also could seek permission to contact close family members to
enlist their support. Of course, if the client tells you of an imminent plan to commit suicide that
is not disavowed, you probably would be in the unenviable position of considering whether further action is required or warranted under RPC 1.6(b)(1). If so, possible actions might include
calling a family member or, in the worst case scenario, 911.
RPC 1.6 appears to provide equivocal guidance when considering whether to contact a
spouse or close family members where the client has not disclosed a suicide plan and you,
nevertheless, remain concerned. If the client has not given permission to contact his or her
spouse, for example, would a conversation with the spouse raising wellbeing concerns amount
to “revealing information relating to the representation?” Is the answer different if the spouse is
also a client as part of the marital community? Because I am not aware of any definitive answer
to these queries, I will simply pose them for now.
These situations are both troubling and involve potentially unresolved ethical issues. Discomfort about suicide, let alone with respect to what role a lawyer may play in potentially preventing a client suicide, may explain the general lack of discussion of the topic. Given the nature of our profession, however, it deserves far more attention so that attorneys generally can
be better prepared to effectively and appropriately respond when the issue arises.
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Civil Procedure Corner: Excluding People from Depositions?
By Bryan L. Page *
In a federal district court case in I am involved, an issue recently came up
about who may attend a deposition and who may be excluded. The circumstances necessitated some research into the rules. Here is a summary of
what I found.
Federal Courts
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(c) governs the conduct of depositions
and states that “examination and cross-examination of a deponent proceed
as they would at trial under the Federal Rules of Evidence, except Rules
103 and 615.” 1 Federal Rule of Evidence 615 governs the exclusion of
witnesses at trial simply upon the request of a party, but it does not apply
to depositions per the terms of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(c). The
Advisory Committee notes to Rule 30(c) make clear that “witnesses are not automatically excluded
from a deposition simply by the request of a party.” 2
However, a person may be excluded from a deposition under the protective order provisions in Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c). 3 Under that rule, for good cause the court may issue a protective order
“to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expenses.” 4 The rule includes a list of examples of conditions or limits the court may put in a protective order,
including designating the persons who may be present while discovery is conducted. 5
The district court has discretion in entering a protective order. 6 The burden is on the moving party to
show good cause why a protective order is needed. 7 The moving party must show specific prejudice or
harm will result if no protective order is issued. 8 This requires a particular and specific demonstration
of fact, rather than merely stereotyped and conclusory statements. 9
Practically speaking, a person who is party in the case is not likely to be excluded from depositions. 10
Similarly, a representative of a corporate party is also not likely to be excluded. 11 However, a court
may be more likely to exclude a non-party witness, especially if it is not vital that the witness attends
the deposition and where the party seeking exclusion can show prejudice if exclusion is not granted.
In federal court, excluding other witnesses from a deposition is not a matter of right like at trial, but
may only be done by moving for a protective order and showing good cause. The rules in Washington
courts are slightly different.
Washington Courts
Unfortunately, reported case law in Washington on the topic seems to be non-existent. But a review of
Washington’s rules suggests the analysis in Washington begins differently than in federal court. While
the federal rule states depositions proceed like trials but specifically excepts the rule relating to the right
to exclude witnesses at trial, the Washington rule contains no such exception. Washington’s Civil Rule
30 merely states “[e]xamination and cross examination of witnesses may proceed as permitted at the
trial under the provisions of the Washington Rules of Evidence.” 12 Thus, unlike in federal court, it ap-
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pears Washington’s evidence rule on the exclusion of witnesses at trial is application to depositions.
Washington’s evidence rule on the exclusion of witnesses at trial states that “[a]t the request of a party
the court may order witnesses excluded so that they cannot hear the testimony of other witnesses.” 13
But the rule does not authorize exclusion of the following people:
1. a party who is a natural person;
2. an officer or employee of a party that is not a natural person designated as its representative by its attorney; or
3. a person whose presence is shown by a party to be reasonably necessary to the presentation of the party’s cause. 14
Therefore, it appears a party could exclude other witnesses from a deposition merely by requesting it,
so long as the person being excluded does not fit within one of these three categories. However, if a
disagreement over exclusion is anticipated and is not likely to be resolved between the parties, the cautious approach would be to move for a protective order first under Washington Civil Rule 26(c) similar
to the procedure in federal court. 15
Conclusion
In federal court, a party must show good cause and obtain a protective order to exclude persons from a
deposition. What constitutes good cause will depend on the specific facts and circumstances of each
case. In Washington, the rules suggest other persons may be excluded from depositions in the same
manner as they may be excluded from the trial pursuant to the evidence rules.

* Bryan Page is an associate at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate
litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and real estate disputes. He can be reached at (360) 647-1500 or bpage@zenderthurston.com.
Endnotes
1. Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(c)(1).
2. Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 30 advisory committee notes for 1993 Amendments.
3. Id. (“Exclusion, however, can be ordered under Rule 26(c)(5) when appropriate.”)
4. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1).
5. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1)(E).
6. In re Midland Nat’l Life Ins. Co. Annuity Sales Practices Litig., 686 F.3d 1115, 1119 (9th Cir. 2012).
7. In re Terra Int'l, Inc., 134 F.3d 302, 306 (5th Cir. 1998).
8. Phillips v. General Motors Corp., 307 F.3d 1206, 1210–11 (9th Cir. 2002).
9. Terra Int’l, 134 F.3d at 306.
10. See Musgrage v. Musgrage, 763 A.2d 347 (N.J. Super Ct. Ch. Div. 2000) (holding that a party may be excluded from a deposition
“only upon the demonstration of ‘exceptional circumstances’”).
11. See In re Shell Oil Refinery, 136 F.R.D. 615 (E.D. La. 1991) (allowing defendant oil company to have a corporate representative
present during plaintiffs’ depositions).
12. CR 30(c).
13. ER 615.
14. Id.
15. The language in Washington Civil Rule 26(c) tracks that in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(1).
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Nancy at
647-1916, ext. 112; Or email nancy@hollanderinvestments.com Conference Room available for
Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
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An Ancien Régime:1 Why we speak French.

As gleaned by Rajeev

“Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! All persons having business before the Honorable, the Supreme
Court of the United States, are admonished to draw near and give their attention, for the
Court is now sitting. God save the United States and this Honorable Court.”
At the beginning of each session in our Federal Supreme
Court, the marshal (court crier) announces the above.
Variations of this phrase are called in the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals, the Southern District of Texas District
Court, the Supreme Courts of Pennsylvania, Virginia,
North Carolina, and Maryland, etc. If you are like me,
you wonder what an “Oyez” is. Apparently, it’s French
and sounds classier to Norman overlords (and Supreme
Court Justices) than “Hear ye! Hear ye!”
William the Conqueror, stabbing people and imposing French

As someone who is particularly interested in the Gaelic and the
Germanic underpinnings of our legal system, learning Oyez was Gallic in
origin was annoying, but it is just one of many examples. French legal
theory and language is what gives our legal system most of its original
formal and procedural aspects. You probably recognize a host of terminology which have French origins: attorney (and attorney general!),
bailiff, cause (of action), chattel, culprit, defendant, escheats, estoppel,
executor, fee simple, force majeure, laches, lease, mortgage, parole,
profit, remainder, replevin, tort, voir dire, etc. For this, we can thank
Duke William II of Normandy, who in 1066 contested the probate of his
uncle, King Edward the Confessor of England’s estate.2 This “contest”
involved a three way struggle for the throne of England between Norman,
Norwegian and Anglo-Saxon pretenders to the throne. William won out
at the battle of Hasting where he defeated the English army after they defeated the Norwegians the month prior at the Battle of Stamford Bridge.
Subsequently, William the Conqueror began rapidly imposing his notions
of orderly justice (after, you know... violently invading, expropriating almost all private property, and abolishing existing legal jurisdictions such as the Earldom of Wessex).
Prior to this point, all legal proceedings were conducted and
recorded in Old English, and from 1066 onwards they were recorded in Latin and conducted primarily in Norman dialects that continued to import Gallic legal terms and concepts over the centuries.
Indeed, it was not until 1362 that the oral use of English in court
was officially sanctioned by the Statute of Pleading, when Parliament astutely noticed that people had no idea of what was being
said for them or against them in the courts.3 Still, it would be another fifty years before French was replaced with English in gov(Continued on page 8)
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ernment work by King Henry V in 1417, who incidentally was the first king to regularly write in English
since the Norman conquest. Judges and lawyers, however, continued to use French in practice and education.
It would not be until 1730 that courts switched from Latin to English for the written parts of the record.4
This begs the question, over all that time when people were ignorant of French and Latin but needed to
engage in enforceable contracts and have an understanding of what was happening… what did they do when
all law was either in French or Latin? Well one solution still haunts us today as a relic. To avoid ambiguity,
lawyers started using mixed language doublets, pairing the English word with its enforceable legal analogue:
“breaking and entering” (English/French), “bind and obligate” (English/French), “fit and proper” (English/
French), “lands and tenements” (English/French), “true and correct” (English/French), and “will and testament” (English/Latin). These doublets became an enshrined part of our legal tradition and as a consequence,
even after English became the dominant language of law we introduced English-only doublets such as “full
faith and credit” “let and hindrance” and “have and hold,” as well as creating doublets with newer French
words with French words we had already adopted, such as “null and void,” “hue and cry” and “cease and desist.” 5
Now, given that many of the highest courts in the land hold this tradition proudly, I am starting to wonder why Whatcom Courts do not… or more accurately, where in the chain of historical transmission did we
lose this tradition? I think it would be nice if the clerks opened the court calling out “Oyez! Oyez! Oyez! All
persons having business before the Honorable, the Superior Court of Whatcom County, are admonished to
draw near and give their attention, for the Court is now sitting.” It would certainly make our days more interesting and rich with tradition.
Speaking of tradition, I have to give you the most important use of French in English speaking law,
which is the “Clameur de haro.” This is a legal injunction of restraint employed by a person who believes
their rights are being infringed upon by the government or another person and needs immediate relief. In
front of two witnesses, you must get on your knees in the presence of the wrong-doer, and in the location of
the offence, put your hand in the air and call out — “Haro! Haro! Haro! A l'aide, mon Prince, on me fait
tort” (Hear me! Hear me! Hear me! Come to my aid, my Prince, for someone does me wrong), and then recite
the Lord’s Prayer in French. On hearing this, the alleged wrong-doer must cease their challenged activities
until the matter is adjudicated in court. Failure to stop will lead to the imposition of a fine, whether they were
in the right or not. If the Clameur is called without a valid reason a penalty may be levied on the caller. It survives as a fully enforceable law to this day in the legal systems of the English Channel islands of Sark, Jersey
and Guernsey, and is still used, albeit infrequently.6 Now you may travel there freely with a sense of security,
provided you know your French.7
Endnotes
1— Zealous history buffs and nitpickers may take umbrage at my usurpation of Ancien Régime, a term used to describe
the socio-political and legal institutions in place in 15th to 18th century France and coined for pejorative use in English
in the late 18th century. Given that it means the Old Rule and is in French, I think it appropriate.
2— Tongue in cheek—there would be no “probation” of wills in English courts for another several hundred years.
3— The Pleading in English Act of 1362 (36 Edw. III c. 15). Statute text, in English and French, side-by-side.
4— The Proceedings in Courts of Justice Act of 1730 (4 Geo II. c. 26).
5— See also this long list of doublets and a few triplets used in law.
6— On Sark, you also have to bare your head, which arose so witnesses would have no question as to identity of the
claimant. See more including upcoming links to case law here: http://www.clameur.gg/history.html
7— You could try it here, but it won’t work. The Channel Islands were part of the Duchy of Normandy which was
never legally subject to the English Crown (though for centuries they had the same head of state and government), and
the English Kingdom never adopted this form of legal injunction, and thus was never transmitted to us.
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Sports Page – Let the Madness Begin!!!!
By Paula L. McCandlis
Partner at Brett, Murphy, Coats, Knapp, McCandlis and Brown, PLLC.
Selection Sunday is March 17th. Consequently, March 18th will be the least productive workday
of 2013.
I try very hard not to think about College Basketball until after the Super Bowl. Not because I
enjoy football. I don’t. I only celebrate the Super Bowl for the simple fact that it is the last football game of the year. I recently met an attorney, new to our town, Justin Campbell, who said,
“(t)he NCAA basketball tournament is like three to four weekends of Super Bowl rather than
one day.” I agree with this statement because for so many of the players they are not going to
go to the NBA, they are going to graduate and become accountants, doctors, and lawyers. They
play a zone offense, they pass the ball. They care more about the name on the front of their jersey than the name on the back. They play with reckless abandon because for so many it is the
very last serious game and it is winner take all. I simply pretend not to notice anything until after the Super Bowl because I do not want to appear overly obsessive! Now is the time to be obsessive and without a doubt, the madness is about to begin.
Every year on selection Sunday, I fill out two brackets. One bracket I call the reality bracket.
The second bracket is the dream bracket. The reality bracket usually has the top 1 or 2 seeded
teams making it to the final four. I throw in a few upsets. I never have Duke making it very far.
I feel like they have been over-rated for several years now. I do see the strength of Coach K and
how he develops and keeps a team together for four years, rather than a squad of one and done.
This same strength exists with Coach Few of the Gonzaga Bulldogs. This is always my dream
bracket with Gonzaga University winning it all. I was at Gonzaga Law School the first year
they made it to the Big Dance. The place went crazy and all business and classes ceased to exist. What was hilarious was watching law students cramming for the tournament. The Professors had put research material at the law library (sports magazines, relevant articles, etc…) and
whoever won the grid was given a gift basket, a t-Shirt, and was not required to answer any
questions for a period of time. I think they had to wear the t-Shirt to gain immunity. The Professors wore t-Shirts from their alma mater, and yes one of them proudly sported the Blue Devil
shirt. All classes that had the right equipment became viewing rooms for the games.
The Bulldogs did not last very long that first year but they certainly made it past the first round.
They have since been steadily building and rising in the ranks. I can hardly stand to think these
thoughts, let alone write them on paper at the thought of the jinx that comes with such extreme
desire and hope for them to prevail but I will say it anyway. This year they are slated to be a
(Continued on page 13)
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number 1 seed.
I do not subscribe to cable and many times I have not had a T.V. but somehow every March I
find that I am at my weakest. One year, I walked into a store, bought a little T.V., watched the
games, and then donated the T.V. to charity the next month. This year everything can been seen
on your computer and ESPN makes doing your bracket super easy.
In fact, if anyone wants to join in my office bracket pool I urge you to visit my firm’s web page:
www.washingtoninjury.com . We will have the ESPN link, instructions, and a password. This
will be up by selection Sunday. If you have any trouble with this just e-mail or fax me your grid
and we can input it and send you the password, so that you can confirm the correct picks were
made.
Please do not hesitate to call with any questions you have as I am not a basketball expert I am
just mad for the idea that from the top 64 teams in the nation, we get thirty-two games, followed
by discovering the Sweet 16, then the Elite Eight and the Final Four. You have to Go Big or Go
Home. There can only be one undisputed champion. As Dick Vitale says, “SERENDIPITY BABY!!!!!!”
pmccandlis@brettlaw.com
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
~By Rajeev!

“Plagiarized Meditations”
Subtitle: “Deep Thoughts I Stole, Mostly Without Permission.”

Paraphrased from Anonymous 1
Let us remember that the jerk who cut us off in traffic last night is a single mother who
worked nine hours that day and is rushing home to cook dinner, help with homework, do the
laundry and spend a few precious moments with her children.
Let us remember that the pierced, tattooed, disinterested young man who can't make change
correctly is a worried 19-year-old college student, balancing his apprehension over final exams with his fear of not getting his student loans for next semester.
Let us remember that the scary looking bum, begging for money in the same spot every day
(who really ought to get a job!) is a slave to addictions that we can only imagine in our worst
nightmares.
Let us remember that the old couple walking annoyingly slow through the store aisles and
blocking our shopping progress are savoring this moment, knowing that, based on the biopsy
report she got back last week, this will be the last year that they go shopping together.
From Rita Rukashaza, Feb. 28, 2013 2
Thoughts on Grace.
Grace, in its spiritual meaning, is a freely given gift by God. That’s a nice way of explaining
unexpected help, either spiritual or physical. I see no proof of this, and more important, I
sense no reality in this explanation.
However, I do believe in a different kind of grace—personal grace and the effects it can have.
A person with grace accepts his or her personal limitations and those of others. He or she accepts the hurt caused by others with understanding, not letting this hurt affect him or her mentally. This person also accepts errors and mistakes he or she has made, as pointed out by others, whether vindictively or not, as guidance toward self-improvement.
Grace is patience and quiet. It is listening with patience and accepting the pain expressed
without judgment.
I doubt I will ever reach that state of grace!
(Continued on page 15)
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From Mohandas Karamchand “Mahatma” Gandhi, Jan. 29, 1948 3
I believe that if life gives you lemons, you should make lemonade... And try to find somebody
whose life has given them vodka, and have a party.
From Thomas Jefferson, August 19, 1785 4
The object of walking is to relax the mind. You should therefore not permit yourself even to
think while you walk; but divert your attention by the objects surrounding you. Walking is
the best possible exercise. Habituate yourself to walk very far. The Europeans value themselves on having subdued the horse to the uses of man; but I doubt whether we have not lost
more than we have gained, by the use of this animal. No one has occasioned so much, the degeneracy of the human body. An Indian goes on foot nearly as far in a day, for a long journey,
as an enfeebled white does on his horse; and he will tire the best horses. There is no habit you
will value so much as that of walking far without fatigue.
From George Washington Carver 5
How far you go in life depends on your being tender with the young, compassionate with the
aged, sympathetic with the striving, and tolerant of the weak and strong. Because someday in
your life you will have been all of these.

Endnotes
1— A really religious anonymous; it’s all over the internet. As I am allergic to even whiffs of zealotry, I revised and “improved.”
2— Ms. Rukashaza is a Bellingham local, who you may know as the editor of the Friends of Bellingham Public Library Newsletter. She settled here after many adventures including moving to
from the USA to Rwanda to work and raise a family for 25 years, and where her home became a
refuge for many during the genocide. You can have a wonderful conversation with Rita by bumping
into her at the library, or learn about her here: http://www.rukashaza.com/info.htm
3— No, not really, but that would be funny wouldn’t it? That’s from the stand-up comedian Ron
White (b.1956, still alive).
4— In letter to his nephew Peter Carr from Paris, France. Also from the same letter: “Games played
with the ball, and others of that nature, are too violent for the body, and stamp no character on the
mind. Let your gun therefore be the constant companion of your walks. Never think of taking a book
with you.”
5— Do you know about Mr. Carver (1864 - 1943)? In my mind, he is, if not the greatest American,
certainly an ideal paragon of American-ness.
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Legal Transcription Service
Express Legal Transcription, L.L.C.
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Serving Whatcom County’s legal community since 2004.
Let us transcribe your documents. 24 hour turn-around, $5.50 per page. Pickup and delivery service in Bellingham. Receive your drafts on disk or by email for
easy changes! Doctor letters, pleadings, demand packages, telephone interviews,
GAL reports . . . you name it! Resume and references available upon request.
We can accept tapes, MP3, WAV, WMA, DSS and Dragon files.
Express Legal Transcription,
L.L.C.
Sue Fox-Golombek
Phone: (360) 734-7920
(360) 739-6707
Fax:
(360) 734-7920
express@openaccess.org
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WHATCOM COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
MONTHLY MEETING
FEBRUARY 6, 2013
I.

Call to Order: President Jim Britain called the meeting to order at 12:20 p.m.

II.
Recognition of Judicial Members, Guests and New Members: President Britain recognized and welcomed the
following members of the Judiciary present: Superior Court Judge Snyder; Commissioners Heydrich, Verge and Smiley.
There were several new members introduced, including Sarah Hall and Andrew Heinz, both new members of the Resick
Hansen & Fryer firm; and sole practitioner Justin Campbell. Several guests from Law Advocates were present, including
James Bjerke, Robin Mullins, and staff Olivia Danville, Emma Clark, Monique Nilson, Jill May, Dianne Meyer, and Irina
Spignola.
III.

Approval of January 2013 Minutes: The January 2013 Minutes were approved as submitted.

IV.
Law Advocates Report: Terra Nevitt deferred the Law Advocates Report until the Law Advocates Annual Meeting, which immediately followed the Bar meeting.
V.

‘

H.

I.

Committee Reports; Announcements:
Treasurer Report: Olivia Burkland gave the Treasurer’s Report on behalf of Dennis Archer for the period January
1 through 31, 2013. Deposits for the period were $23,416.68, which largely were comprised of 2013 membership
dues and funds for the Judge Mura retirement dinner. Expenses for the period were $1,549.86. The checking account balance is $50,710.54. The end of period balance is $65,866.59, which includes $100.00 in Petty Cash and
$15,056.05 in an operational reserves CD. Moved, seconded and passed to accept the Treasurer’s Report.
B.
Dinner Honoring Judge Steven Mura. The Treasurer moved to approve and pay from available funds all
extra expenses incurred for the Mura Retirement Dinner, believed not to exceed $500.00. Moved, seconded and
passed to pay all such expenses based upon the estimate provided by the Treasurer.
C.
New Bar Committee Endeavors. President Britain announced new work by Bar committees as follows:
1)
Judicial Candidate Rating Committee. Dave Anderson, Wendy Bohlke, Jim Britain, Mark Kaiman,
Sallye Quinn, and Doug Shepherd were appointed to this new committee to explore Bar involvement in rating local
judicial candidates. The committee will meet in March to begin its work.
2)
Bylaws. Jim Britain, Katie Esp, Bryan Page, Dan Raas and Doug Robertson were appointed to
the committee on Bylaws to review our current governing documents. Jim expects to convene the committee in
March.
D.
Association Archive Project. No report.
E.
Washington Women Lawyers – Whatcom County Chapter: Wendy Bohlke reported that the WWL executive committee had met and planned activities for the year. A panel is being formed of women in the judiciary to
talk about their career paths at a March brown bag lunch. In May, WWL will give tips to young lawyers on representing non-profits and/or board service on non-profits. The annual picnic will be held in September, with the
clothing drive in November.
F.
Law Library Board: No report.
G.
BOG Report: Philip Buri reported on the recent meeting of the Board of Governors. The Bar Treasurer
reported a $1 million surplus at the end of 2012, due to expense cuts in anticipation of the new dues rate. The
surplus should help hold rates at $325 for the next couple of years. Philip also reported that the Supreme Court
commented on issues relating to the separation of powers, in particular the WSBA’s endorsement of R74 allowing
marriages for same sex couples. The court believed that the Bar should not have been active in a political issue.
Philip noted that reasonable minds can disagree with the Court’s comments, as WSBA’s support of R74 could be
viewed as the advancement of justice.
CLE Committee. Terra Nevitt reported that five recent local CLEs have been recorded, and preparations are being
made for sales, including obtaining presenter releases. The Committee analyzed the liability risks associated with
the sale of CLE materials, and determined that insurance specifically covering sales is either difficult to find or not
cost effective given the expected revenue. The Committee agreed that any risk is low, and may be covered by the
general insurance policy already in place. It was noted that the WSBA just uses its general insurance and has
never received a claim relating to CLE publication sales. MOTION: to approve sale of local CLE materials on the
Law Advocates website. Passed without opposition.
Report from Superior Court. Judge Snyder reviewed the “yellow sheet” issued by the Court making changes to the
weekly Commissioner calendars. Copies are on the court’s website and are being distributed to the Bar through
Fourth Corner. Judge Snyder also reported that the bill to add a fourth superior court judge in Whatcom County
has passed out of the State Senate and is now before the Appropriations Committee in the House. The legislation
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would also add a court seat in Benton/Franklin counties. The total expenditure ($200,000) is quite small in legislative terms, but must go through the budgeting process in a tough budget year.
Young Lawyers. Bryan Page announced a gathering for local young lawyers at the Copper Hog on Friday, February 8.
More frivolity. A Mardi Gras event was announced to be held at the Lustick firm at 4 pm on February 12. Kids’
activities would be provided. Tom Lester announced his firm’s annual St. Patrick’s Day event would be held on
Friday, March 15, 2013, with no kids events as part of the program.
Old business: None.

Meeting adjourned: President Britain concluded the business meeting at 12:37 and then convened the Annual Meeting
for Law Advocates.
The February 6, 2013 Minutes of the Whatcom County Bar Association were prepared by:
________________________
Bryan Lane, WCBA Secretary

RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what’s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won’t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.
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And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We’ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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